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“History is a magical mirror: whoever looks into it sees 

their own image in the shape of events and developments. 

It never stops. It is in constant motion, 

like the generations that observe it. 

It can never be grasped in its entirety. 

Only fragments are revealed to us in relation 

to the point of view of the moment...’.    

  
(S. Giedion, 1967)
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INSTITUTION AND OFFICES

The Valvarrone Ecomuseum is a cultural institution founded by the Unione dei Comuni della Valvarrone (Union of 
Valvarrone Municipalities) on 2 December 2009 and currently managed by the Municipality of Valvarrone (LC).
It has its legal registered office in Introzzo at the Valvarrone Town Hall, and operational headquarters in Treme-
nico at the former Town Hall. The Ecomuseum has a number of facilities at its disposal, including a welcome 
room (infopoint) and a multi-purpose room. The operational headquarters also serve as a documentation, 
coordination and information centre; its objectives include the documentation, cataloguing and interpretation 
of the valley’s physical landmarks and features and immaterial heritage. 
One of the Ecomuseum’s assets is the Cantar di Pietra Museum opened in February 2020 in Tremenico. 

Photo by Luca Brambilla
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PRINCIPLES AND AIMS  (ART. 4 OF THE ECOMUSEUM STATUTE)

“In collaboration with the population and the participating Local Authorities, custodians of the critical conser-
vation of the local identity and of the values of the territory, the Ecomuseum aims to safeguard, preserve, and 
enhance the environmental context and the material and immaterial culture of Valvarrone with actions aimed 
at sustainable development and the renewal of things, places and memories in full respect of the residents’ 
needs for life and work”.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION  
(ART. 6 OF THE ECOMUSEUM STATUTE)

“The Ecomuseum actively involves the community, the cultural and 
educational institutions, tourism companies and all forms of associa-
tions, with particular regard to voluntary organisations, as well as local 
manufacturing operators, in planning and managing the ecomuseum’s 
activities through initiatives aimed at a common, sustainable develop-
ment, compatible with the territory and its resources”.

VALVARRONE

Valvarrone is composed of the villages of Dervio, Vestreno, Introzzo, 
Sueglio, Tremenico, Avano, Pagnona and Premana. Bounded by the 
mountain groups of Monte Legnoncino, Monte Legnone and Monte 
Croce di Muggio, it is crossed by the Varrone stream, which gives the 
valley its name.
The provincial road no. 67, which from Dervio heads to Valsassina, 
with its branches makes up the military road system built during the 
Great War as part of the Defence System on the Northern Frontier fa-
cing Switzerland, the complex of military works wrongly known as the 
‘Cadorna Line’.
Cart roads and mule tracks start out from the provincial road and join 
the paths at the summit of Monte Legnoncino (1711 m a.s.l.) and Mon-
te Legnone (2610 m a.s.l.).

LA “MONTAGNA D’INTROZZO”

Valvarrone was once divided into two sectors: the ancient Monte di Dervio, later identified as Montagna 
d’Introzzo, and the sector of Pagnona and Premana. In the Middle Ages, Mont’Introzzo was the capital of 
the valley. Around the 13th century, struggles between Guelphs and Ghibellines led to the emergence of 
‘free communities’ that validated the pre-existing forms of the ‘common goods’.  The valley was influenced 
by French, Sforza, Grisons, Spanish and Austrian dominations at various times. It was, most importantly, the 
Austrians who exploited the considerable mineral wealth of the mountains that yielded iron in large quantities. 
The powerful Rusconi and Sfondrati families, who owned much of the valley’s property and land, were also 
active in the valley. 

THE ECOMUSEUM AREA

The ecomuseum area, crossed longitudinally by provincial road no. 67 (Dervio - Premana), gravitates around 
the two mountain areas of Monte Legnone and Monte Legnoncino. The large gorge of the Varrone stream, 
overlooked by the imposing tunnel structures of the feldspar mines, marks the border with the nearby Mug-
giasca area (Monte Muggio).

ECOMUSEUM DOMINANT FEATURES

Ecomuseum themes and itineraries are organised according to dominant features and visitor itineraries. 
The dominant features include: mountainous areas, streams, forests, pine forests, historical paths, summit 
roads, military roads, residential clusters in the valley and at high altitudes, rudimentary architecture, rustic 
buildings, workplaces, churches, votive chapels, oratories, but also the elements of an immaterial heritage 
such as domestic know-how, trades, customs and traditions, traditional celebrations, dialectal expressions, 
and memories of the valley.

Maps taken from: www.maps.google.it

The ecomuseum area. Maps taken from: www.maps.google.it
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ECOMUSEUM ITINERARIES

The ecomuseum itineraries are simple mountain paths, in some cases true mule tracks, which have a linear 
or loop development, and can be covered in half or a full day depending on the chosen itinerary. Intermediate 
stops at the ecomuseum antennae have been planned for and, for those who wish to lengthen their visit, 
extensions of the itineraries.

Useful tips

Equipment
Suitable mountain hiking equipment is recommended: hiking boots with reinforced soles, long trousers and 
heavy socks, sweatshirts and jumpers (multiple layers), windbreakers, trekking poles, caps and sunglasses, 
rucksacks, torches, mobile phones for emergency calls.

Topographic maps 
“Dorsale Orobica Lecchese (Lecco Orobic Ridge). Scale 1:35000. 
Mountain Community of Valsassina, Valvarrone, Val d’Esino and Riviera
Kompass no. 92, scale 1:50000. “Chiavenna Val Bregaglia 
Kompass no. 105, scale 1:50000. “Lecco Valle Brembana”
Regional Technical Map, scale 1:10000. Section B3d4 “Valvarrone”.
Regional Technical Map, scale 1:10000. Section B3d3 “Colico
Regional Technical Map, scale 1:10000. Section B3c4 “Dervio”.

Key
The following signs are positioned along the ecomuseum itineraries, with 
different colours according to the itinerary: stations, antennae and arrows.

Stations 
They are positioned in strategic points in the territory.
They introduce the visitor to the ecomuseum themes and itineraries.

Antenna 
They are positioned near places or sites of cultural interest.

Arrows
They are positioned at strategic turning points, helping the visitor 
to stay on the ecomuseum itineraries.

In the guide, ecomuseum signs are marked for graphic convenien-
ce as follows:

Arrows are not indicated.

ECOMUSEUM STATION

ANTENNAA

“BONDO” ITINERARY - From VESTRENO to PIAZZO

“BORGHI A MEZZA COSTA” ITINERARY - From VESTRENO to AVANO

“VIE ALTE” ITINERARY - From ROCCOLI D’ARTESSO to MONTE LEGNONCINO

SCAN AND 
DISCOVER 
ALL THE 
ITINERARIES
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“BONDO” ITINERARY
From VESTRENO to PIAZZO www.ecomuseodellavalvarrone.it

e antica che assecondava l’ambizione di avere una casa propria, indipendente, per il disbrigo dei pascoli in 
quota. Oggi il nucleo rurale viene vissuto dagli abitanti della valle nei fine settimana e durante il periodo estivo.

Piazzo is an agglomeration of stone houses once used for the shelter of men, tools and animals at high altitude during 
herding activities; it was the result of an ancient custom that supported the ambition of having its own, independent 
house for handling the pastures at high altitude. Today the rural nucleus is lived by the inhabitants of the valley on 
weekends and during the summer.

Museo 
Cantar di Pietra,
Tremenico

Centro di 
documentazione 
dell’Ecomuseo 
della Valvarrone,
Tremenico

Percorso Bondo

Percorso Borghi 
a mezza costa

Percorso Vie Alte

SCAN AND 
DISCOVER 
ALL THE 
ITINERARIES

THE STOPS ON THE ITINERARY:

VESTRENO

CASERMA 
AL PAÙL

PIAZZO 

0h20’

0h20’

0h30’

MADONNA 
DI BONDO
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“BONDO” ITINERARY From VESTRENO to PIAZZO

ECOMUSEUM STATION

VESTRENO

Vestreno is nestled amidst winding lanes and ste-
ep stairways with “terraces on the slope”. (F. Ma-
gni, 1926). “The presence of vast walls completely 
enclosed in tall buildings, probably used as aerated 
barns according to precise directions, stands out”. 
(A. Fumagalli, 1982). Vestreno’s face today is mar-
red by newly constructed homes, and is quite diffe-
rent from the original one; nevertheless, the stone 
terracing on the steep terrain, cut out around the 
historic core of the village and separated from the 
rest of the town by a long ring road, is still visible.

CASERMA AL PAÙL

Northern Frontier 
“The Northern Frontier or rather, the defensive system on the Northern Frontier facing Switzerland (wron-
gly known as the Cadorna Line), is a complex of military fortifications conceived from 1871 onwards by 
the newly constituted Kingdom of Italy to protect its border towards the Helvetic Confederation—Swit-
zerland—from possible aggression from France, Germany, Austria or even Switzerland itself: for political 
and economic reasons, the system was only actually constructed in the first two decades of the 20th 
century, starting in 1904.
Stretching 280 kilometres along the Alps—from Monte Dolent, located at the north-western tip of the Val 
d’Aosta, to the Stelvio Pass, the north-eastern boundary of Lombardy – the Northern Frontier’s military 
fortifications become denser in correspondence to the main transit routes coming from the most impor-
tant Alpine passes, i.e. the easiest routes of penetration towards the Po Valley, whereas there are few or 
no garrisons at all where the impassable mountains and valleys naturally prevent any possible movement 
of troops. This system consists of over a hundred artillery strongholds for medium-calibre pieces, as well 
as numerous others for smaller-calibre pieces, with look-out posts, barracks, warehouses, and auxiliary 
works, all served by a dense network of roads, mule tracks and paths. The strongholds, amongst which 
stand out three defensive posts and six posts in caves, are protected by one or more lines of trenches 
with hundreds of rifle and machine-gun stations, once defended with barbed wire fences.
The majority of the work was done during the First World War, between 1916 and 1917, by the corps of 
military engineers, which contracted the work out to private firms.
The operation, judiciously planned beforehand in Rome, had characteristics more social—i.e., giving 
employment to populations exhausted by the war—than strictly military ones, since there was no true 
risk of invasion. The construction sites witnessed the masterful work, but also the suffering, of tens of 
thousands of men, women and youth: the documentation of hundreds of accidents on the job, often with 
fatal or disabling outcomes, is staggering. History, however brutal, left a rich legacy on the territory, an 
exceptional heritage of valuable roads and unusual artefacts, immersed in an environment abounding in 
nature amidst one of the world’s most beautiful landscapes.
It is up to us to preserve this delicate heritage and nurture the value of its most attractive features, 
directing resources where there is a solid project of repurposing and perpetual maintenance; the goal 
should be to create itineraries for hiking in all its forms, offering them to tourists from all backgrounds, 
who are today more than ever interested in outdoor activities and attentive to the cultural and landscape 
value of places”. (A. Trotti, 2013).

Castagneto locality 

On the north-western edge of the settlement of Vestreno, in Via al Bacino, the locality ‘Castagneto’ is the 
starting point of the path leading to Madonna di Bondo and Piazzo (Piaz). 
“Along the way you will see some overwhelmingly huge chestnut trees” (I. Cantù, 1837), whose nuts have 
provided nourishment for the mountain peoples for centuries.
“The cultivated area of Val Varrone is reduced to tiny strips of land set in the less inaccessible stretches of 
the mountain slope that descends towards the stream of the same name; extensive mountain pastures are 
interspersed with chestnut woods, a product essentially used to feed these populations”. (A. Fumagalli, 1982). 
During the harvest period, many people, especially children and women, also went to gather chestnuts in the 
town’s woods and perhaps on some unguarded private property; to justify these thefts, they used the saying: 
‘La castegne la gha curt la coe, chi che la ciape l’è soe’ (The chestnut has a short tail, it belongs to whoever 
takes it). (R. Pozzi, M. Buzzella, 2014).
October was the month in which chestnuts were harvested, an operation that everyone did with their own 
limbs, from gathering them in the cavagn (baskets) to drying them on grèe (wooden grids). 
Most chestnuts were sold in the markets of Como and Lecco. One staio (bushel, a unit of measurement 
commonly used for grains) of flour was obtained with two stèe (bushels) of chestnuts. 

START 
VESTRENO, ex-dairy (Via Roma, near house no. 50)
Altitude approx. 587 m a.s.l. 

FINISH PIAZZO (PIAZ) – Altitude approx. 750 m a.s.l.

DISTANCE Approx. 4.5 km

ITINERARY TYPE Asphalt road, dirt road, path

WALKING TIME Approx. 70 minutes

Itinerary also accessible on mountain bike.
On the ecomuseum itinerary, there is signage for the “Cycling between the lake and mountains” project. Reservoir Caserma al Paùl
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“BONDO” ITINERARY From VESTRENO to PIAZZO

ANTENNA

CASERMA AL PAÙL 

The Paùl and Duello defensive barracks 
The two Paùl and Duello defensive barracks can be found just above Sasso di Corenno.
“Nearly identical structures, they were each intended to house one hundred to one hundred and fifty men for 
the garrison of the defensive complexes located in their respective vicinities. The side of the barracks facing 
the approaching direction of eventual attacks from adversaries is protected by a mighty embankment that not 
only dampens the effect of artillery shots, but also makes the structure almost invisible to observation; the 
roofs, as well, made of concrete reinforced with steel beams (but also with trench wire mesh, barbed wire, 
posts to support chain-link fencing and even a pair of tram tracks, as can be seen in the part that collapsed 
at Paùl), were protected by a thick layer of soil, interrupted by numerous air vents for the ventilation of the 
rooms below. By way of a wide tunnel, which has unfortunately collapsed in both barracks, an underground 
shelter and a machine gun post in a cave could be reached, from which a walkway connected the structure 
to the other works for close protection. The two barracks (Duello and Paùl) are an exceptional example of this 
type of artefact, unique in Lombardy.” (A. Trotti, 2013).

ANTENNA

MADONNA DI BONDO (MADÓNE DA BÓND) 

The Sanctuary of the Madonna of Bondo (Our Lady of Mercy) is a popular destination for the inhabitants of 
Valvarrone. The choice of the place, solitary and secluded, in the woods of Vestreno, 700 metres above sea 
level, was not entirely accidental since the Blessed Virgin was asked to protect the inhabitants from the dan-
gers of the mountains, from lightning, from bad encounters with brigands, and wild animals. The soldiers at 
the front and, above all, the emigrants who sought their fortune also turned to the Madonna of Bondo. Having 
obtained planning permission in 1671, the Marian Sanctuary was completed in 1672 on the ruins of a devo-
tional chapel commissioned by the parish priest of Mont’Introzzo. The Sanctuary, consecrated in 1677, was 
later embellished with balustrades and a marble altar to which were added the porch (1760), the confessional 
(1763), the tabernacle (1768), the bell tower (1827).
The devotion to Our Lady of Mercy was so great that many people of the valley before starting a journey went 
to the Sanctuary invoking a particular blessing. The most fortunate ones returned to the valley from the distant 
regions of America and “with the nest egg that ensures the comfort in the small and desired native country” 
(F. Magni, 1926) they were finally able to build a “new house”.

Land of “migrants”
The valley offered few jobs. Many people emigrated to Ve-
neto, Piedmont, Tuscany and Rome carrying on, more than 
a custom, a need that dated back to the past. 
Every year, on the first Sunday of July, a large influx of pe-
ople came from all the villages in the valley to the “Madóne 
da Bónd” sanctuary. 
Along the way there are mighty chestnut groves that provi-
ded the staple food of the mountain populations. 
“Along the way you will think of some chestnut plants of 
immeasurable size”. (I. Cantù, 1837).

A

A

Caserma al Paùl - Interior View from the  Caserma al Paùl

Madonna di Bondo

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

Follow the signage for the ‘ForTi-Line Cadorna’ project.

Photo by Marco Fraschini
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“BONDO” ITINERARY From VESTRENO to PIAZZO

ANTENNA

PIAZZO (PIAZ)
Piazzo is a built up area with stone houses once used for the shelter of men, tools and animals at high altitu-
des during herding activities; it was the result of an ancient custom that supported the ambition of having an 
independent home of their own, for handling the pastures at high altitudes. Today the rural settlement is lived 
by the inhabitants of the valley at weekends and during the Summer.

A

I “Mont” 
The “Mónt” (mountains) were small working communities where people made ends meet by working low-fat 
cheese, “mascàrpe” and goat’s. Each family had two or three “casìin” on the “monts” usually inherited from 
their father. The land was owned by the municipality, but the farmhouses that stood there were privately owned.

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

Link with hiking signage for Vézzèr, Vercìn, Sommafiume, Roccoli d’Artesso (Bird Snare 
Huts).

Vézzèr and Vercìn 
The two villages of Vézzèr and Vercìn are made up of stone and wood buildings that served as shelters for the 
high mountain pasture halfway between the lake and the pastures of Legnoncino and Legnone. 
Hay was gathered and goat and cow cheese was processed.

Wayfarer’s path 
In the Middle Ages, on the eastern shore of Lario, the trade for the Spluga followed the path that still connects 
the lakeside villages with a route halfway up the hill. In some places the path is similar to a real cart track. 
Important evidence has remained in the area such as castles, watchtowers, tunnels, bridges, toll stations for 
merchants, travellers and soldiers. 
The stretch of the walkable path that affects the Valvarrone area is the one that connects Dervio to Piantedo.

The Valtellina Path 

“The Valtellina Path is a cycling and pedestrian itinerary that runs along the Adda River between Colico and Bormio, 
for a total distance of 114 km. Along the route, surrounded by greenery and embraced by the Rhaetian Alps with 
their characteristic terraced vineyards and the Orobic Alps, the small villages and Valtellina’s scenic natural beauty 
can be discovered at a slow pace. There are many equipped rest areas and bike rental points, as well as accom-
modation and dining facilities where you can taste outstanding traditional local food and wine. The presence of the 
railway along much of the itinerary allows for convenient points for accessing and connecting to the Valtellina Path.” 
(Along the Adda from its sources to Lake Como, “Valtellina Path’, https://sentiero.valtellina.it/”)

View from Piazzo

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

- Link with the hiking signage for Vézzèr, Colico, the Viandante Path, the Valtellina  Path.
- Continuation of signage for the “Cycling between the lake and mountains” project.
- Start of mountain bike signage for the “Legnoncino Itinerary” project. 
The “Legnocino Itinerary” links the “Valtellina Path” and the lake (from Colico) to the summit of Monte 
Legnocino.

VISITOR NOTES:
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“BORGHI A MEZZA COSTA”     ITINERARY  
From VESTRENO to AVANO www.ecomuseodellavalvarrone.it

e antica che assecondava l’ambizione di avere una casa propria, indipendente, per il disbrigo dei pascoli in 
quota. Oggi il nucleo rurale viene vissuto dagli abitanti della valle nei fine settimana e durante il periodo estivo.

Piazzo is an agglomeration of stone houses once used for the shelter of men, tools and animals at high altitude during 
herding activities; it was the result of an ancient custom that supported the ambition of having its own, independent 
house for handling the pastures at high altitude. Today the rural nucleus is lived by the inhabitants of the valley on 
weekends and during the summer.

Museo 
Cantar di Pietra,
Tremenico

Centro di 
documentazione 
dell’Ecomuseo 
della Valvarrone,
Tremenico

Percorso Bondo

Percorso Borghi 
a mezza costa

Percorso Vie Alte

Museo 
Cantar di Pietra,
Tremenico

Centro di 
documentazione 
dell’Ecomuseo 
della Valvarrone,
Tremenico

Percorso Bondo

Percorso Borghi 
a mezza costa

Percorso Vie Alte

Museo 
Cantar di Pietra,
Tremenico

Centro di 
documentazione 
dell’Ecomuseo 
della Valvarrone,
Tremenico

Percorso Bondo

Percorso Borghi 
a mezza costa

Percorso Vie Alte

SCAN AND 
DISCOVER 
ALL THE 
ITINERARIES

THE STOPS ON THE ITINERARY:

VESTRENO

CHIESA DI S. 
PAOLO E GIACOMO

0h5’

CHIESA DI S. 
BERNARDINO

0h5’

CHIESA DI S. 
ANTONIO ABATE

0h9’

MADONNA
 DI CONSOLINO

0h12’

CHIESA DI 
SANT’AGATA

0h15’

CHIESA DI 
S. MARTINO

0h20’

MULINO DEL 
PIFANÈL

0h5’

MULINO DELLA VAL 
DA CRAC (DEL GUSTINO)

0h5’

FENILE

0h15’

MULINI DI 
TREMENICO

0h15’

0h1’

AVANO

CHIESA DI 
S. MARIA 
ASSUNTA

0h10’

ORATORIO 
DI S. CARLO

0h5’
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“BORGHI A MEZZA COSTA” ITINERARY From VESTRENO to AVANO

ECOMUSEUM STATION

VESTRENO

“At the top of the winding ascent along the cliff, almost hanging over Dervio, is Vestreno. The porches have 
very light and regular wooden frames, rising up to the roof even where the wall forms a cusp: the walls re-
veal a dry-stone origin; only later were they plastered”. (A. Fumagalli, 1982). Houses were built with stones 
from the stream bound together with lime, quarry stones, and wooden planks. People also gathered in the 
cowsheds to save firewood and to warm themselves in the heat of the beasts. The cowsheds were generally 
located just outside the village.

“The villages are all on the right, on the slope of the 
mountain, lofty, clinging to the steep incline; a few 
short stretches of level ground around them, rough 
houses leaning one against each other, separated 
only by long stairways and narrow passages.” (F. Ma-
gni, 1926). This is how lower Valvarrone presented 
itself to visitors: a cluster of houses perched around 
the lively centres of domestic life: a well, a square, 
an oven, the church parvise. The new houses of Ve-
streno, built at the turn of 1926, are separated from 
the historic core of the village by a long ring road.”

“Thankless lands” 
“What impresses most at first sight is the placement of the various settlements on some of the most 
thankless terrain imaginable”. But what is even more astounding is how a not small community was 
able to resist victoriously on that isolated mountainside for so many centuries”. (A. Fumagalli, 1982). 
These are the considerations that Fumagalli drew from descriptions in which predominated the traits and 
character of the valley dwellers: “used to walking on steep and difficult paths, these mountaineers are 
naturally strong and courageous. They are also sharp of wit, loyal, courteous, cheerful and hospitable”. 
(I. Cantù, 1837).

START
VESTRENO, former dairy (Via Roma, near house number 50)
Altitude approx. 587 m a.s.l.

FINISH AVANO, bus shelter (Via Piazza) - altitude 765 m a.s.l.

DISTANCE Approx. 8.5 km

ITINERARY TYPE Asphalt road, mule track, dirt road, path

WALKING TIME Approx. 122 minutes

Itinerary also accessible on mountain bike.
On some sections of the itinerary, there is signage for the “Cycling between the lake and mountains” project and there 
are several e-bike charging stations.   

Provincial road no. 67  

Valvarrone, at the beginning of the 20th century, had no carriageable roads. The only road connecting the 
villages before the construction of the vehicular road was the path that linked Valsassina with Colico. The cart 
track crossed Valvarrone, climbed over the Legnoncino ridge and reached Colico from the mountains. 
It was due to the project for the military fortifications of the ‘Northern Frontier’, along the ridge of Monte 
Legnone and Monte Legnoncino, that the valley was able to quickly acquire a mid-mountain provincial road: 
provincial road no. 67. 
The road still connects the villages of Premana, Pagnona, Avano, Tremenico, Introzzo, Sueglio, Vestreno and 
Dervio. In Dervio, provincial road no. 67 intersects with state road no. 36 for the Splügen Pass, known as the 
‘Napoleona’, on the way to Colico, Chiavenna (Spluga, Maloja) and Morbegno (Valtellina, Stelvio). 
Conceived during the Napoleonic period, the road was only completed, however, in the Austrian era (1826) 
ensuring, in the intentions of the planners, the road connection to Germany.

ANTENNA

CHIESA DEI SANTI PAOLO E GIACOMO (GÉSE DE SAN GIACOM) 

The Church dedicated to St James, and later to St Paul, stands on the edge of the village of Vestreno, near 
the road that leads to Sueglio. 
By the research of A. Borghi the church is mentioned in 1455 only and later in 1471 and 1496. While not 
showing evident medieval architectural elements it is assumed to date back to that time.

A

ANTENNA

CHIESA DI SAN MARTINO (SA MARTIN) 

“The church of medieval origin is an imposing building consecrated in 1583 by Borromeo and it took him se-
ven hours of climbing to reach the church. Its present appearance is the result of the latest restoration works 
of 1860. The interior of the church, with a single nave, boasts eight altars among which the high altar (late 
17th century) entirely carved in wood, erected in 1660, and the throne for the liturgical celebration in great 
evidence”. (A. Borghi, 1981). The church “large and imposing is a source of wonder... Located in a pleasant 
position among the three villages and it is very ancient. It was enlarged and restored many times and it is 
worth a visit as it is rich of many remarkable things”. (F. Magni, 1926). In the square outside the church there 
is an 18th century ossuary, an oratory of the 19th century and a bell tower of the late 17th century to which 
an astronomical watch was added in 1707. The church also preserves “paintings of the Immaculate and of 
the Madonna del Carmine as well as a processional cross of the 15th century which was donated by the local 
emigrants to Piedmont, Tuscany and Veneto”. (A. Borghi, 1981).

A

Chiesa dei Santi Paolo e Giacomo Chiesa di San Martino
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Chiesa di San Bernardino
Photo by Edo Bricchetti Mulino del Pifanel
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The ecclesiastical district organisation
In the Middle Ages the villages of Introzzo (historical administrative centre of the valley), Vestreno and 
Sueglio were part of Monte Introzzo. However, from the ecclesiastical point of view, they were part 
of the Parish Church of Dervio. The church history of Valvarrone is characterised by two periods: the 
13th century and the 17th and the 18th centuries. “The earliest certain information about the division 
into districts of the churches” dated back to the 13th century. “There are not serious doubts about the 
antiquity of the first foundation of St Martin’s Parish for the kind of dedication and, in combination with 
that, its strategic and panoramic position, which it does not seem risky to define as truly exceptional: it 
made possible to communicate with signals from the lake to the upper Valvarrone”. (Oleg Zastrow, S. 
De Meis, 1975). These notes show clearly how the churches, sentinels of religiosity, were also used as 
signal towers and watchtowers.

Festive Mass
The festive mass, and in particular the 10 o’clock mass, was an opportunity to meet and speak with others. 
People lingered in the parvise flaunting the costumes of the valley. On weekdays, mass was held around 
four o’clock in the morning, but it was attended mostly by women and the elderly. 
During the religious service, a cast-iron discipline was 
in effect: children were “kept quiet and respectful by 
the Prior of the Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament 
who was called bachetèr because he used a small ha-
zelnut rod to command obedience and also to awaken 
those who were sleeping”; then came the men and fi-
nally, in the area towards the door, the women. Before 
entering the church, the women would leave their clogs 
in the parvise. The parish priest did all he could for his 
people: “on bón religiós al déf mai stà oziós” (a good 
religious man must never be idle); he even taught them 
to read and write, following the adage “Qual che Dio 
vöör l’é mai trop” (What God wants is never too much).

The “Congregation of Brothers and Sisters”
Until not so long ago, the “Congregation of Brothers and Sisters” was very active. Almost all of them were 
young men and women, who were obliged to attend the religious office held Sunday mornings before 
the Mèse grande (Great Mass). Once a year, the congress of the area was held, which usually lasted the 
entire day. During the congress, after the conferences, they would pray in procession through the streets 
of the town with the Most Holy Sacrament.

ANTENNA

CHIESA DI SAN BERNARDINO 

The Church of San Bernardino “shows no architectural traces of exceptional antiquity”. (O. Zastrow, S. De 
Meis, 1975). It is also known as the Church of the Madonna delle Nevi (Our Lady of the Snows). Inside, prece-
ded by a portal dated 1706, there is a 16th-century wooden altar with a statue of Saint Sfirio, a saint shrouded 
in legend to whom the small church on the summit of Monte Legnoncino is dedicated, at an altitude of about 
1700 metres.  Our Lady of Lourdes is also venerated in the church. 

A

ANTENNA

MULINO DEL PIFANEL (MOLIN DOL PIFANÈL) 

The watermill used channels in pebbles and stone as well as iron water wheels and a narrow service bridge. 
It was used for grinding of cereals. The channels powered also a hydroelectric energy production station 
located nearby. Further upstream a small masonry reservoir, dug alongside a stream, represented the water 
supply for the mill.

A

Sueglio  

“Sueglio is a village well exposed to the sun. Built in the late 
1800s, the houses give it a cheerful appearance, although in 
its interior the old houses, the steep and winding lanes, have 
nothing different from those of the other villages in the valley”. 
(F. Magni, 1926). “The upper area, such as Sueglio, is better 
preserved, occupied by a series of cowsheds which, seen from 
afar, create a strange contrast with their uneven arrangement 
and severe appearance with respect to the built-up area, whi-
ch is more compact overall, but fragmented and lively with mo-
dern plastered colours, in the intimate structure of its volumes, 
as they appear seen from afar”. (A. Fumagalli, 1982).

The silk winder
Along the same mule track halfway up the hill which 
connected the villages of Mont’Introzzo, a winding ma-
chine for twisting silk was used. The winder of Sueglio 
is an important evidence of industrial archaeology. 
Most of its original features have today been lost but it 
has kept the early position in plan and the serial deve-
lopment of the side windows. 
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ECOMUSEUM STATION

INTROZZO

“Upper village in Dervio, on the western slope of 
the Legnone, half a mile from the right bank of the 
Varrone river-stream that drains into the Lario (Lake 
Como). There is an iron forge with a Swedish furna-
ce. The parish church is in the nearby hamlet called 
Monte Introzzo”. (Dizionario Corografico dell’Italia, 
1854). Introzzo is a village “built of fine grey sto-
ne”, with houses of elementary shapes “simple and 
powerful geometries dense with material, composed 
of strong blocks: the windows there are wide and 
very high, especially those of the barns, protected 
by a series of horizontal bars”. (A. Fumagalli, 1982)

“BORGHI A MEZZA COSTA” ITINERARY From VESTRENO to AVANO

ANTENNA

CHIESA DI SANT’ANTONIO 
ABATE (SANT’ANTONI) 

St. Anthony the Abbot church stands above the villa-
ge along the old road connecting the villages of the 
valley. 
The church is of medieval origin, as evidenced by the 
bricked up windows and some fragments of frescoes 
inside; it was completely rebuilt in the 18th century.

A

Chiesa di Sant’Antonio

Mulino della Val da Crac

The cult of relics
Each church boasts a great number of holy relics recognized by the church authority. On the celebration 
of the Saint’s day during the afternoon church service, the faithful walk one by one to kiss the Holy Relic 
held by the Parish priest. The reliquary theca kept in Valvarrone, which are in silver and partially gilded 
or decorated, date back to the 18th century.

 The “Mills Way”
The “Mills Way”, as the inhabitants of the valley called it, connected the mills of Sueglio and Introzzo. It is still 
possible to see the signs of the water wheels, the water turbines, the stone channels, and the water collection 
basins, as well as the masonry and stone service bridges.

From the ridge that climbs from Mount Legnoncino up to Mount Legnone small and narrow valleys de-
scend heading towards the gorge of Varrone stream, bringing along a fair volume of water that fed the 
watermills. The “Mills Way” was the only halfway up road connecting the villages before the construction 
of the County Road SP67.

ANTENNA

MULINO DELLA VAL DA CRAC (DEL GUSTINO)  
(MOLIN DA LA VAL DA CRAC (DOL GUSTIN) 

The stone building along with its perimeter walls and the small masonry service bridge, is located along a 
stream near a little reservoir. 
A stone mill proves that it was originally a watermill for grinding of rye and buckwheat. 
It was also used for power generation thanks to a small water turbine fed by water channelled into iron pipes.

A

ANTENNA

MADONNA DI CONSOLINO (CONSCIOLÌN) 

From the Sanctuary it is possible to take in Valvarrone at 
a single glance, a rough and evocative valley, but also the 
ghastly ravine of “Caurghe” at the bottom. The Sanctuary, 
the most venerated by the people of Tremenico, stands 
sheltered on a hill, overlooking the valley. People general-
ly addressed the Virgin Mary in difficult times especially. 
The great number of chapels (gisöö), churches, frescoes, 
statues dedicated to the Madonna prove the importance 
of Marian devotion. There was a picture of the Madonna 
in every house above the bed. All year round several cele-
brations were dedicated to Our Lady, among them that of 
“Madòne de la nèef”, or “Madone da Bond”, “Madone da 
Dàven”, “Madone da Consciolin”.

A

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

Link with hiking signage for Subiale.
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Chapel of the Madonna della Cintura (Madonna of the Belt)
Not far along the way to Treme-
nico, a small votive chapel hou-
ses the statuette of the Madonna 
della Cintura, linked to the mira-
culous story of the child saved by 
the belt of his trousers as he was 
about to fall disastrously from 
the tree: the Madonna is depi-
cted there in the act of the belt 
being handed down. 

ANTENNA

CHIESA DI SANT’AGATA (GÉSE DA SANT’AGHÉTE)

“The church was built in 1600 
and painted by Luigi Tagliaferri 
from Pagnona... its architectural 
core surely dated back to the 
16th century” (Oleg Zastrow, S. 
de Meis, 1975). 
The church of early medieval 
origin overlooks a large and 
beautiful square with a foun-
tain made in 1838. In 1367 it 
became parish church after 
the separation from the chur-
ch of Dervio; it was rebuilt in 
1596 and enlarged in 1600. A 
further modification into Latin 
cross plan changed its original 
structure in 1878. 
The interior is particularly fascinating and embellished with several frescoes. Among the works the Altarpiece 
of St Agatha above the high altar, and the painting of “The Madonna with Saints” stand out. 
A work depicting the Saints Domenico, Ambrogio, Pietro and Sfirio was among the gifts from the Company of 
the Rosary founded in 1597 by a group of native inhabitants of Tremenico emigrated to Domodossola. 
A handful of merchants from Tremenico, Avano and Sueglio committed to building the Chapel of the Rosary in 
1597, in memory of the migratory history of the people of the valley.

A

ANTENNA

FENILE (FÉNIL) 

The hamlet above Tremenico, Mount Fenile, is a rural 
settlement made up of many rustic buildings aligned on 
the north side, the most exposed to the solar radiation 
for drying hay. They are simple buildings exclusively 
built in stone (masonry) and wood (casing, planking) 
related to the farming activity and animal husbandry. 
The slopes covered with vegetation rise up on the high 
ridges, while lower, the terraces for fruit plants, fields 
and once farmed grassy clearings, as well as forests 
of chestnut trees are still distinct; upper, copse wood, 
beech trees, birch trees, plantation of larch and fir trees 
stretch out.

A

The land was worked
The land was worked in the family. “Little land” was farmed everywhere, 
grabbing black wheat and chestnuts from the mountain. April was crucial to 
the soil preparation. 
All family members took care of cleaning the lawn in Spring, and of cutting 
the grass from May to August. Men usually mowed hay with the scythe, 
women instead had to ted hay and then gather it in hay covers or in pack 
baskets and take it to the barns. 
Hay was mown three times: 
in May, between July and Au-
gust, and in October; a fourth 
time was infrequently done 
since farmers preferred to let 
hay macerate on the ground 
as fertilizer.

The structure of the buildings
The typical structure of the buildings was made 
of a stable for the animals on the ground floor; 
upstairs there was an airy room for hay with bal-
conies and exterior stairs. Sometimes the “tabiai” 
had small porches where manure and firewood 
were stacked for wintertime. Wood and stone 
were the only material used with which were cre-
ated flat masonry strips that went up from the 
bottom upward taking care to leave gaps for ho-
rizontal joists.

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

Link with hiking signage for Benago, Ciarei, Cocèr.

Photo taken from the volume 
by A. Fumagalli, 1982.

Photo by Edo Bricchetti
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ECOMUSEUM STATION

TREMENICO

“Proceeding towards the upper Varrone valley, on the steep northern slope, one reaches Tremenico, a very 
isolated locality surrounded by a bleak and inhospitable environment”. Nonetheless,”… having a closer look 
at the ancient architecture that is still preserved, one notices a tendency to construct forms of simple, essen-
tial geometry: the final result is extreme sobriety, a motionless essentiality, brought to life by beautiful dark 
stone patterns and thin stone slab roofs”. 
“A compact residential area as a whole, but fragmented and lively with modern coloured plaster, in the inti-
mate structure of its volumes, as they appear seen from afar”. (A. Fumagalli, 1982).

Tremenico
Museo Cantar di Pietra
Photo by Marco Brienza

Cantar di Pietra Museum  

The Cantar di Pietra Museum, inaugurated on 5 February 2020 in Tremenico in Valvarrone, narrates in an 
experiential key through an interactive pathway, the strong themes of the valley’s rituals, which represent the 
most tenaciously vital legacy of agricultural and alpine culture. The narrator’s voice accompanies the visitor 
through the various rooms, and the tales of his experiences, interspersed with sounds and noises, allow the 
listener to be transported to the point of being completely immersed in that reality.

ANTENNA

ORATORIO DI SAN CARLO (SANCARLO)

The oratory was erected by the Rubini family in 1694 in 
memory of the visit of cardinal Carlo Borromeo in Valvar-
rone in 1566. After that many chapels (gisöö) and foun-
tains were dedicated to the cardinal. They were erected 
to request protection for people, animals, fields, and to 
ward off disease. Other evidences of the visit of the car-
dinal can be found in Valvarrone, such as “The Springs 
of St. Carlo” on the road that leads to Letée. The gisöö 
are chapels located on the sides of the country roads, in 
the meadows, sometimes even in the centre of the villa-
ge; they are small stone buildings which contain statues 
and images of the Saints, the Madonna above all.

A

ANTENNA

MULINI DI TREMENICO  (MULIN)

The Tremenico Mills had water coming from the small reservoir located across the road to Avano. 
Water supply was provided by stone channels which conveyed it to the water wheel. Some small wooden 
floodgates, with their upper part in stone, were located along the milling route and regulated the flowing water 
that returned to the stream bed after having powered the water wheel with a fall of water.
The Tremenico Mills provide the backbone of a milling complex “cascading” along the canal. 
It is still possible to see the signs of the watermills. Millers, who were also carpenters, were skilled in regu-
lating the water flow and using it as power for moving in perfect synchronization the machinery inside the 
milling chamber. 

A

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

The Varrone
“Impassable territory, where the river flows deeply embedded”. (E. Brusoni,1903). “The Varrone stream 
descends from Pizzo Varrone (2332 m. a.s.l.) and runs to the Lario (Lake Como), into which it enters 
near Dervio after a 20-kilometre journey”. (F. Magni, 1926). “Its furious waters sometimes sweep away 
huge boulders, producing detonations similar to prolonged and loud peals of thunder”. (E. Brusoni, 1903)

The Medieval bridge 
“One crosses this river on a very high bridge, and as the river is very deep 
and the summits soar, here the valley is very steep. In this valley, which can 
be traversed with a careful eye, one sees such a quantity of boulders of gra-
nite, (see Premana), serpentine, porphyry and other varieties that one is for-
ced to deduce that the waters have transported them here from the various 
mountain peaks around Valsassina”. (Chorographic Dictionary of Italy, 1854)

Lentrèe
The steep wooded slope rising on the foothills of Monte Muggio is 
dotted here and there with now abandoned rural settlements.

The mines  
In the early years of the 20th century 
(1907), the discovery on the valley’s 
southern side of deposits of feldspars, 
silicates of aluminium, sodium, cal-
cium and potassium, broadened the 
local economy’s horizons.

The two orographic sides of Valvarrone are connected by cableways 
for mining.

Valvarrone Ecomuseum  
Documentation Centre      

At the documentation centre, research activities are carried out, edu-
cational and dissemination projects are launched, also involving educa-
tional institutions. Audiovisual documentation and cataloguing initiatives 
are promoted with the aim of creating a memory bank dedicated to the 
material and immaterial culture of Valvarrone.

Photo by Arturo Pianca. 
Anno 1953

Photo by Luigi Albarelli

Photo by Edo Bricchetti
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Mulini di Tremenico

Chiesa di Santa Maria Assunta

Originally designed for grinding rye, wheat, and chestnuts, the Tremenico Mills were later used to move the 
machinery of water-powered sawmill. This continued until about 1970. One of the characteristics of mountain 
mills was the intense exploitation of streams that were affected by the particular weather conditions. 
It happened that in periods of maximum rainfall water could destroy the works; otherwise, there was not 
enough water supply to move the water wheels. 

ANTENNA

CHIESA DI SANTA MARIA ASSUNTA (GÉSE DE LA MADÒNE DA DAVÉN)

The building, mentioned in 1455 and rebuilt between 1644 and 1646 in Baroque style, preserves valuable 
stuccos that can be seen both on the façade of the church above the portal, adorning the image of the patro-
ness (1733), and on the high altar (Altarpiece of the Assumption of Mary and the Saints, 1731). The 18th cen-
tury chapel recalls the outbreaks of plague between 1575 and 1577 that decimated inhabitants of the village.

A

ECOMUSEUM STATION

AVANO

On the way to Pagnona there is Avano (“Aveno”) “arranged in steps on the slope and connected by staggered 
diagonal side streets”. “In the walls the beautiful yellow local stones stand out, characterising the buildings in a 
unique way” (A. Fumagalli, 1982). In the village there are many houses that have traces of frescoes including me-
dieval ones. Defensive structures and different kinds of castles were common in Mont’Introzzo territory between 
Middle Ages and Renaissance, in particular near the Wayfarer’s Path, and in strategic control points of the valley. 
Among these Dervio, Castelvedro Castle and Avano Watchtower (no longer existing).

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

- Link with hiking signage for Pezzabur, Alpe Rasghe, Malga di Agrogno Basso, Malga di      
  Agrogno Alto, Baita Barchitt, Monte Legnone.  
- Continuation of the signage of the ‘Cycling between the lake and mountains’ project.
- Brugner cowsheds 

VISITOR NOTES:

Avano
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e antica che assecondava l’ambizione di avere una casa propria, indipendente, per il disbrigo dei pascoli in 
quota. Oggi il nucleo rurale viene vissuto dagli abitanti della valle nei fine settimana e durante il periodo estivo.

Piazzo is an agglomeration of stone houses once used for the shelter of men, tools and animals at high altitude during 
herding activities; it was the result of an ancient custom that supported the ambition of having its own, independent 
house for handling the pastures at high altitude. Today the rural nucleus is lived by the inhabitants of the valley on 
weekends and during the summer.
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Tremenico
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START ROCCOLI D’ARTESSO (1209 m. a.s.l.)

FINISH MONTE LEGNONCINO (1714 m. a.s.l.)

DISTANCE Approx. 6.8 km

TYPE OF ITINERARY Dirt road, mule track

WALKING TIME Approx. 120 minutes

Follow the signage for the Northern Frontier (Frontiera Nord) in 
Valvarrone, Mountain Community of Valsassina, Valvarrone, Val 
d’Esino, Riviera, Interregional Project “ForTi-Line Cadorna”, 2013.

Part of the itinerary is also accessible on moun-
tain bike (Legnoncino itinerary - “Cycling betwe-
en the lake and mountains” project) Roccoli D’Artesso

ANTENNA

THE DEFENSIVE POST AT ROCCOLI D’ARTESSO

Above the locality of Monte Letée, amidst larch woods and rhododendron bushes, is artillery post no. 111 at 
Roccoli di Artesso, equipped with six defensive posts designed to hold 210 mm mortars protected by a massi-
ve reinforced concrete roof and linked in pairs by an underground walkway that gives access to a cave shelter.  
The post, whose main look-out was no. LVIII at San Sphirio (elevation 1688 m near the Legnoncino summit), 
was built with the intention of firing down on the western shore of Lake Como, from Dongo to Gera Lario, 
and as far as the entrance to the Valchiavenna. It was part of the XLIII Artillery group together with underlying 
posts no.109 and no.110 at Loco Tocco and pillaret no.109bis at Dervio Castle, all with the same objective. 
(A. Trotti, 2013).

A
ANTENNA

ROCCOLI D’ARTESSO

“Roccoli” were arboreal structures for catching birds. The situation called for a shed/tower (where the bird 
hunters hid), camouflaged in the middle of the trees, and a large trellis-like structure on a circular or elliptical 
base; fine nets were concealed along the trellis to catch birds. 
In 1996, the Artesso Bird Snare Hut (1238 m a.s.l.) was converted into a ringing station for studying migratory 
bird movements. Today it is no longer in use.

A

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

Antenna - CASERMA AL DUELLO
See the paragraph entitled “The Paùl and Duello barracks”, page 12.

The Artesso pond 
(1209 m a.s.l.)   

The Artesso pond is a small artificial reservoir 
for watering the cattle that used to be “kept 
in an alp” here.

The Bellano Hut  

The barrack of the Artesso garrison was built just above the roccoli in 1916. During the Second World War, it 
was the base for an anti-aircraft look-out, but during the Civil War, the Nazi-Fascists burned and destroyed it, 
because it was considered a potential base for partisans, thus following the fate of many other alpine pastures 
and huts in these mountains. Between 1946 and 1947, the “Gruppo Escursionisti Bellanesi” (Bellanesi Hikers 
Group), well aware of the tourist value of the splendid place, bought the ruin from the Ministry of War with the 
aim of building a hut for hikers, which was finally inaugurated on 6 July 1952 with the blessing of Gaspare 
Valsecchi, then parish priest of Sueglio. (A. Trotti, 2013).
From the Bellano Hut, located in the middle of a clearing with centuries-old beech trees, a path continues 
around the slopes of Monte Legnoncino along the northern side (with views of the Gulf of Piona, Valtellina, 
Valchiavenna and the Mera River Plain). The path follows the traces of the long, sheltered walkways and 
trenches up to Roccoli Lorla and beyond, along the Legnoncino military road.
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Trenches and sheltered walkways   

Trenches characterised the destiny of the First World War. It was a thin line fortified and armed with platforms 
for rifle and machine gunfire. The trenches, as well as the sheltered walkways, developed in an ‘s’-shape 
to limit the visual field of the fortification and reduce the vulnerability of the defensive line. They were dug 
hurriedly by teams with pickaxes and shovels: the former broke the ground while the latter levelled the earth; 
the work was then defended by walls built with large stones and then cemented dry.

Life in the trenches     

The lives of infantrymen and alpine soldiers were played out in the trenches: exposed to the elements of 
summer and winter, the soldiers often died of hardship when they were not decimated in combat; they lived in 
the mud and snow, in close contact with the wounded and rotting corpses. Between a friendly trench and an 
enemy trench, only a few hundred metres apart, there stretched a no-man’s-land, studded with barbed wire 
and barbed fences, continuously pounded by the artillery of the two opposing sides. It often happened that 
the soldiers of the two friendly and enemy trenches fraternised in the brief moments of pause and truce: they 
shared a common countryman’s background. Italy lost more than 600,000 young soldiers, almost 1 million 
were wounded.

 
“The son Agostino Lorla continued his father’s pastime, made the place more comfortable, and affixed a 
marble plaque to it which still exists”. On that plaque the following sentence can be read: “fideliter observans”. 
“The Milan section of the Italian Alpine Club bought the property from Agostino’s heirs in 1888, to make it into 
a comfortable alpine hut”.  (E. Brusoni, 1903)

ANTENNA

TRENCHES AND MACHINE GUN POSTS

The northern side of the walkway was lined 
with a long trench in the open of 1400 metres, 
armed with two machine gun posts; one of the-
se, restored for visits in 1999, ran in a tunnel 
for a stretch of about twenty metres. 
Fortunately, the Valvarrone territory did not suf-
fer any attacks and the posts never had to be 
armed.

A

ANTENNA

ROCCOLI LORLA

The Roccoli Lorla were built in 1816 by Domenico Lorla of Bellano. Just before reaching the top of the roccoli 
location (1450 m a.s.l.), a small pond would fill with rainwater, much to the relief of grazing animals. “The 
location is as beautiful as can be, dominating the Valsassina slope and the side facing Colico”. 
The water in the pond was retained by branches woven onto the bottom to capture the rainwater. 
But the Lorla Bird Snare Huts were also a fowling station that the “aforementioned Mr. Lorla with two bird nets 
used to catch the numerous flocks passing through on their migration from north to south”.

A

ECOMUSEUM STATION

ROCCOLI LORLA

IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

Lavadée
Neatly lined up along the main road on the right side 
of the military road to Roccoli Lorla, the houses re-
tain some of the rural features that have characterised 
them over time. 
Their strategic position as a window onto the access 
to the Agrogno alpine pastures and the Roccoli Lorla 
pastures is evident: it was here that livestock was kept 
in an alp in the summer and then made to descend to 
the valley during the harsh winter months.

Subiale and Benago
Subiale and Benago are two high-altitude 
villages where residents and holidayma-
kers spend their weekends and holidays.

Link with the hiking signage of the Dorsale Orobica Lecchese (D.O.L.) (Lecco Orobic 
Ridge) for Monte Legnone.

Lavadée

Subiale Benago

The pond Roccoli Lorla
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IN THE SURROUNDING AREAS

The ‘Meric de Scim’ and Agrogno alpine grazing huts. The Barchitt cabin-bivouac.
The Dorsale Orobica Lecchese (D.O.L.) (Lecco Orobic Ridge) path from Roccoli Lorla continues 
in an easterly direction to the Malga “Meric de Scim” (malga = alpine grazing huts) and a large 
clearing with pastures and cabins: the Agrogno alpine pastures are where goats are taken to graze 
in summer. Excellent cheeses are produced here. The Barchitt cabin-bivouac is in the vicinities 
and it is possible to stop and/or spend a night there if booked in advance. The malghe can also be 
reached from Avano along the left side of the Rasga Valley (amidst chestnut trees) or along the right 
side of the valley going past the Alpe Rasga and Valentino cabins.

Mount Legnone
Mount Legnone (m. 2.610 a.s.l.), “Proud father of blue crystals” (Virgilio Corbellini, 1821). “Legnone 
is the most vertical of all the mountains in Europe” (I. Cantù, 1837). The Mount is remembered for 
being in the past a “natural source of snow accumulation”; the melting snow flowed downstream in 
the Spring. That is shown by the ancient name “Lineo”, that derives from the Celtic-Ligurian term “lin” 
meaning “water”; hence Mount Lineone (879 A.D) and “Mons Legnonum (1256 A.D.). The “Orobian 
Ridge of Lecco” (O.R.L.) path continues eastwards to the temporary shelter of “Merisc da Scim” and 
the Mountains of Agrogno, where goats were brought to graze in Summer. The mountain pasture can 
also be reached from Avano along the side of the Rasga valley.

“One of the highest mountains in Lombardy”
“One of the highest mountains of Lombardy in the Province of Como, district (XV) of Bellano; being 
isolated by high mountains, it can be seen in several places and from a great distance. It dominates 
the upper part of the Lario--Lake Como--and the Colico plain, straddling Valtellina and Valsassina. 
One can admire the sublimity of its summit more distinctly than elsewhere from the beach of Piona. 
Its base rests on the shore of Lake Como near Colico and its summit is divided into two peaks. One 
is called Pizzo Legnone, the other Legnoncino’. (Chorographic Dictionary of Italy, 1854).

ANTENNA

MILITARY LOOK-OUT POST.

A little above the Lorla bird snare hut one can still find a military look-out post with a concrete dome.

Anthill 

A large anthill towers under a larch tree near the dome of the Roccoli Lorla military look-out post. Ants, which 
appeared on the earth between 140 and 168 million years ago, are social insects organised by size and role 
according to species; there is a reproductive class, comprised of queens (fertile females) and males, and a 
working class, made up of sterile females called workers. They usually live in permanent structures (anthills) 
underground or in trees; others, however, are nomadic. The Roccoli Lorla anthill, like many others in the area, 
is a complex structure governed by strict rules of social behaviour. The materials used for their construction 
are mixtures of soil and plant materials.

A

Military look-out post

AgrognoPhoto by Edo Bricchetti Barchitt

Anthill

ANTENNA

BOSCO DEI LARICI  (BÓSCH DE LÀRES)

The “Ancient Trees” project (Lombardy Region – G.M. Environmental Quality, July 2001) that involved La-
vadée’s larch forest as well, identified 863 ancient trees, after two different survey campaigns made in the 
Spring of 2003. A thematic itinerary winding through the vegetation has been traced inside the pine forest 
along which it is possible to admire the trees marked with numbers (e.g. larches 825, 904, and 906).

The Great Larch

Starting from the Bocchetta Hotel, just above the church, a tall 
larch (No 905) almost blocks the way; the tree has historical 
and cultural significance “since it can be linked to events it 
witnesses, or simply to common practices of daily life of local 
communities (gathering place, shade, shelter, landmark, bor-
der)... the tree has scientific value as well since it owns genetic 
heritage determined at the time of its generation... (Extract from 
“Ancient trees” in the Province of Lecco, Lombardy Region – 
G.M. Environmental Quality).

A

Photo by Luca Buzzella
Cà de Legn Mount Legnone
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The military roads  

Thanks to the works of the Northern Frontier, Valvarrone’s impassable territory, which was largely inaccessible 
except to a few shepherds and woodcutters until the early 20th century, was enlivened by a dense network 
of excellent military routes, paths, mule tracks, and paved roads, which today make it easily accessible, for 
sports and tourism, even in the most remote and suggestive places.

ANTENNA

SAN SFIRIO CAVE COMPLEX

From Roccoli Lorla, the military road continues westwards towards the Legnoncino peak where the cave post 
of San Sfirio was located. Equipped with a look-out and artillery emplacement for two small calibre pieces, 
it was designated to fire down on the Pian di Spagna area from above. Most importantly and owing to its 
exceptional panoramic position, it would have provided the necessary indications to direct the most powerful 
medium-calibre artillery stationed throughout the Upper Lario area, orienting them on the trigonometric point 
marked by the summit pillaret on Monte Legnoncino. 
The complex has been secured and can always be visited. (A. Trotti, 2013).

A

ANTENNA

CHIESETTA DI SAN SFIRIO

The church, that dates back to the 13th century, is dedicated to Saint Sfirio, revered in the valley and still cele-
brated on 17 August. Sfirio is one of the “seven brothers” whose legend is found in other alpine villages, albeit 
in different versions. The seven brothers chose to live like hermits in remote locations in the mountains, but 
they were able to see each other every night using fire signals communication to check their health condition.

The legend of the “Hermit Brothers” 

“The legend of the Saint, who was co-patron of St. Martin’s Church in St. Carlo’s time, has different versions. 
One of them tells that St. Ambrogio sent some missionaries to Lario to evangelise the people and chose seven 
brothers, saints monks that went unheeded. Then they went up the mountains and prayed together for sinners 
and greeted each other from the peaks: Eusebio, Bernardino, and Amato on Musso and Gravedona mountains, 
while Defendente, Gerolamo, Grato, and Sfirio were on the eastern side mountains. After seven years there 
was a great draught and all the people died from thirst, but fruit and flowers grew on the mountains. 
Forty days later the peaks lit up with great lights and the old hermits cried that it was a sign and they needed 
to repent: the morning after the people went up to the holy hermits and found them dead. The inhabitants un-
derstood that they had died for their salvation and they asked God for mercy. As they came back, a beneficial 
rain poured down” (A. Borghi, 1981).

Sfirio, mountain dweller
“Sfirio is depicted as a warrior but as a mountain dweller at the same time, with a hawk or a falcon on his 
arm and, although he was unknown in the rest of the diocese, he appears beside the defenders of the faith 
St. Ambrogio or Peter Martyr and in the dedication of the first parish church in the valley” (A. Borghi, 1981). 
The Seven Saints churches all stand in strategic places as sentinels of important mouths of the valleys: it is 
possible that they were built on the foundations of ancient fortifications. 
Mount Legnoncino was an excellent lookout for the routes of Valtellina, Valchiavenna, Valvarrone, Valsassina, 
thanks to its orographic position.

A
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Monte Legnoncino (1714 m a.s.l.)   

The elevation of Monte Legnoncino was chosen as a line of fortification during the First World War because 
of its particular position straddling the lake on the access route to Lecco and Valsassina. 
Once a military road, it is now a beautiful shaded mule track which, with its slightly uphill wide hairpin turns, 
leads to the mountain summit in just under an hour.

VISITOR NOTES:

Monte Legnone seen from Monte Legnoncino View of Upper Lake Como from Monte Legnoncino
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INFORMATIONS

How to reach Valvarrone?

By train 
Tirano-Sondrio-Lecco-Milano line, arrival station: Dervio (LC)
www.trenord.it

By bus 
D25 Bellano – Tremenico – Avano line
www.leccotrasporti.it

On bike, e-bike
- From Dervio (LC), follow provincial road no. 67.
- From Valsassina, follow provincial road no. 62 and then provincial road no. 67.

By car, motorcycle
- From Milan-Lecco, state road no. 36 for Lake Como and Splügen Pass, exit at the Dervio (LC) junction.
- From Tirano-Sondrio, state road no. 36 for Lake Como and Splügen Pass, exit at the Bellano (LC) junction. 

Continue to Dervio (LC).
- From Dervio (LC), follow provincial road no. 67.
- From Valsassina, follow provincial road no. 62 and then provincial road no. 67.
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